Elizabeth is leaving.
What will we do?

There’s help!
 The Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA) and

the Pacific Northwest District of the UUA
 Have lots of experience helping congregations finding a

new minister
 They know what does and doesn’t work

 The Committee on Ministry has tailored the process

on how to manage the transition from one minister
to another to.
 The process includes numerous opportunities for
participation by the congregation
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Nutshell Version
 Honor Elizabeth in her last year as BUUF’s Minister
 Find and hire an interim minister
 During January and February 2013
 The interim minister will stay until we hire a new minister

 Find and call a new minister during 2014-15
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What is Elizabeth’s Role
in the Transition Process?
 Carry on her job as minister
 Maintain a healthy and vibrant congregation
 Supporting the transition to the interim minister
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Transition Timeline
Finalize
Elizabeth’s
Retirement
Details

June:
Finalize
Timeline

2012

March- May:
Find and
Hire Interim
Minister

2013

October:
Create
Interim
Task
Force

April:
Apply for
Interim
Minister,
create
Transition
Team

August:
Interim
Minister
starts

Summer and Fall
conducting Search
for new Minister

2014
June:
Elizabeth
Retires

Spring:
Form
Search
Committee

April – May:
Select and Call
New Minister

2015
January – March:
Selecting and
interviewing
Candidates

Key Terms:
Interim Task Force: Finds and hires Interim Minister
Transition Team: Supports Interim Minister
Search Team: Searches for New Minister
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What is Transition?
 Transition is a psychological process
 people internalize and come to terms with the reality and details

of the new situation

 Three processes of transition
 The ending


Loss of the old ways, relationships, and identities people had.

 The middle or “neutral zone”


An in-between time when the old is gone and the new is not fully
operational or comfortable.

 The new beginning


When people have let go of the old or familiar identity and ways
of doing things and are ready and energized to make the change
really work.
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Why an Interim Minister?
 The neutral zone is the core and crucial phase of

transition
 The seedbed of new beginnings
 A time of chaos as the old dissolves but the new is not fully

emerged

 Managing the neutral zone is essential to crossing

the gap between old and new.
 Interim Ministers are trained for this task
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What do we get from an Interim
Minister?
 The Interim Minister and the process itself allows

time for us as a congregation and individual to:
 Work through the emotions that Elizabeth’s leaving and

absence has engendered
 Release our hold on “the way we’ve always done things”
 Strengthen our ability to adapt to what will undoubtedly
be a different style in the newly called minister
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What is an interim minister?
 An Accredited Interim Minister
 Has completed a program on interim ministry
 The designation attests to a competency as an interim minister

 Interim minister responsibilities:
 Congregational ministry

 Assisting the Congregation in:
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Claiming and honoring the past, engaging and honoring the
congregation’s griefs and conflicts
Recognizing its unique identity, strengths, needs, and challenges
Clarifying appropriate leadership roles
Realizing a renewed vision and strong leadership, ready to face
the future
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Finding and Hiring
an Interim Minister
 An interim minister is hired by the Board
 Not “called” by the congregation as a whole
 The Pacific Northwest District Executive helps

 The interim hiring process is simple, brief, and

competitive
 For an August 2013 start, applications made by mid-April

2013 will be eligible for early selection, otherwise it is first
come, first served consideration
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The Role of the Interim Task Force
 A Board subcommittee/appointed by Board
 Purpose
 Identify and recommend an interim minister

 Activities
 Creates an informational packet about BUUF
 Reviews the 5 candidates for interim minister

Review ministerial records of candidates
Interviews candidates
 Selects candidate in consultation with Elizabeth
 Presents selected candidate to the Board
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The Transition Team
 An interim minister needs access and assistance to

make their ministry as effective as possible
 Full access to several years of financial and stewardship

information, including pledges

 The transition team assists the interim minister
 5 to 7 members who are widely known and respected
 Appointed by the Board by April 15, 2013
 Provides insight, organizational and facilitative talent, and

willing hands.
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The Congregation’s Role
 Attend transition workshops
 Welcome the interim minister
 Participate in the process of discerning who we are,

what we value, and what we do
 Continue the committee vision and mission process
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The Interim Period
 Lasts until a minister is called by the congregation
 The Board educates the congregation on the

opportunities of the interim period
 The interim minister will assist the search for the
new minister but cannot be a candidate
 There will be one or two progress appraisals during
the interim period
 Helps to improve the interim period with feedback

between minister, board and congregation
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The Search Committee for the new
minister
 Will conduct the search for the new minister
 March 2014: the Board plans the committee member

selection process
 May 2014: The congregation elects the committee
 Fall 2014: The committee compiles information
packet for interested ministers and applies for a
minister
 Nov ‘14 – Jan ‘15: The committee contacts interested
ministers
 Feb ‘15 – Mar ‘15: interviewing and assessing ministers
 Apr ‘15 – May ‘15: The committee selects a candidate;
the congregation votes on calling the minister
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Summary
This is a guided process that leads
us to growth and health
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